Yunnan helps Hebei in epidemic relief

On February 12, after a journey of two days and two nights, a group of 16 trucks from Yunnan arrived in Wuhua. The trucks were transporting 267 tons of vegetables for use in the intensive care unit at Wuhua Hospital, as well as live pigs, eggs, and live chickens for the Wuhua Agricultural Recreation Group’s Yunnan Agricultural Co-op. The Yunnan Agricultural Co-op also transported 20 tons of vegetables from Chuxiong, the local government, and other cities.

On February 14, Zhao Li and his team decided to send a team of 8 nurses to work at a hospital in Hebei and an assistant anesthesiologist to work in the Hebei Medical Emergency Hospital in Hebei in completing a censure session on a woman with a high fever. The two teams worked side by side, as well as other medical personnel at the Hebei Medical Hospital to ensure the patient’s health.

Yunnan cured patients donate plasma to save more lives

Two recovered coronavirus patients in Yunnan provices donated their blood plasma on February 14. The recovery rate of the patients who recovered from COVID-19 reached 100% in Yunnan. The patients who recovered from COVID-19 showed that they were free of infection in the plasma and will continue to work.

Benjamin Kuo from India learns Mahjong

Benjamin Kuo, 28, is a software engineer from the Indian city of Bangalore. He learned how to play mahjong in his college in China. Now he is planning to play mahjong in the country's mahjong tournaments.

China’s Yunnan lifts 1.37 mn people out of poverty in 2016

According to the provincial poverty alleviation department, the number of people lifted out of poverty in Yunnan has increased every year. In 2016, the provincial poverty alleviation department lifted 1.37 million people out of poverty.

Cultural 34-year-old Bai lady passes on the art of cloth tie

Wu Lin, a 34-year-old Bai ethnic woman, has been making cloth ties for 34 years. She learned the art of making cloth ties from her mother and has passed it on to her daughter. In the Bai ethnic group, women usually make cloth ties for men. Wuchen Xiu, a 25-year-old Bai ethnic woman, has learned the art of making cloth ties from her mother. She plans to pass it on to her children.
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China’s 19 provinces support 16 cities and prefectures in Hebei
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New life brings new hope

Yunnan province supports 16 cities and prefectures in Hebei.

Belgium students stand with China

On the evening of February 13, students from the Confucius Institute at the Free University of Brussels, Belgium, and the Institute of Translation Studies jointly organized the annual cultural exchange event "Belgium students support China's fight against the COVID-19." The purpose of this event was to show the students' support and understanding of China's fight against the epidemic.

Recent meeting of the Standing Committee of the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee in Yunnan is the highest meeting to discuss the prevention and control of the epidemic, the epidemic situation, the epidemic prevention and control measures, and the epidemic prevention and control measures.

A recent meeting of the Standing Committee of the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee in Yunnan was held to discuss the prevention and control of the epidemic, the epidemic situation, the epidemic prevention and control measures, and the epidemic prevention and control measures. The meeting emphasized that the epidemic prevention and control measures should be made according to the epidemic situation and the epidemic prevention and control measures should be strengthened.

As the epidemic situation becomes more severe, the government provides economic assistance and technical support to help those affected by the epidemic. The government also encourages enterprises to increase production and improve living standards.

In the face of the epidemic, some enterprises receive production in scientific ways and improve the science and technology of the epidemic prevention and control measures. The government also encourages enterprises to increase production and improve the science and technology of the epidemic prevention and control measures.

The nature of the virus and the technological development of the epidemic prevention and control measures make it possible for factories to make production changes online more quickly and effectively. At the same time, factories also face a variety of challenges, such as shortage of raw materials, shortages of people, and shortage of qualified personnel.

A recent survey of the Chinese industrial and technological development of the epidemic prevention and control measures shows that 81% of enterprises have increased production and improved the science and technology of the epidemic prevention and control measures.

To take measures to prevent and control the epidemic, we must not only implement the measures, but also improve the science and technology of the epidemic prevention and control measures.
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